
   Lorain County, Ohio                                                        October 2019 
Website:  blackriverastro.org                Newsletter submissions:   Editor

*             *    **                    **              ** *       *   *       

--Wednesday, October 2, 7 p.m.:  Regular meeting:  Annual Meeting of the 
Members, Board Elections, and Videos, Carlisle Visitors Center

--Thursday, October 10, 7 p.m.:  Board meeting, Blue Sky Restaurant, 
Amherst, OH

--Friday, October 18, 8-10 p.m.:  Public observing, Nielsen Observatory 
(cloud backup date Saturday, October 19)

--Sunday, October 27, 1-4 p.m.:  Solar observing, Sandy Ridge Reservation

*             *                            **                    **                       

http://blackriverastro.org/
mailto:waruth@oberlin.net


DUES ARE DUE in October. In a perfect world, all members renew their
memberships at the October 2rd meeting, or go to the website in October 
to arrange to get their renewal to the treasurer by All Hallow’s Eve.         

      

   Visit Our Website

Explore if you will the informative BRAS web  site   and all its 
interesting, timely links, and join the interactive members-only BRAS 
Forum to better keep in touch. 

                                            ***   

                 Guidescope Contributions Wanted

If you have any astronomical wanted/for sale announcements, photos, interesting 
article links, equipment reviews, observing reports, essays, or anything that you think to 
which the local amateur astronomy community could relate, please send them to your 
humble Guidescope editor for inclusion in forthcoming issues.

  ***

Board Summary  September 12, 2019

The September Board meeting was called to order by Schauer at 7:05 p.m. at the Blue 
Sky Restaurant in Amherst with 10 Directors present.The minutes from the August meeting 
were read and approved as was the Treasurer’s report. Committee reports followed with 
Guidescope editor Bill Ruth reporting that all was well with the newsletter, but that he could 
use more submissions. The website is believed to be operating as designed. Next came John 
Reising giving the Instrumentation report. John stated that the 56mm Plossl eyepiece looked 
like it was very dirty and may have had mold on it. The rear of the black C-14 also appeared 
dirty and he was going to go to the observatory and see what kind of cleaning could be done. 
He also reported that the cardboard box that the 56mm was in seemed damp and he wonders 
about dampness in the storage cabinet under the counter. It was suggested that we purchase a 
GoldenRod heater for the cabinet to keep it drier. These are rods that are placed at the bottom 
of a cabinet and get just warm enough to cause some heat to rise and force dampness out of 
enclosed spaces. These are often used in cabinets on boats or in gun safes. It was moved by 
Dan Walker and seconded by Greg Zmina, that Schauer order a GoldenRod to be installed the 
next time we are at the observatory  (UPDATE: John Reising reports that the 56mm eyepiece 
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did NOT have any mold but was just dirty. He further stated that the C-14 itself was actually 
clean, but the focal reducer which is installed on the rear of the scope to change it from an f11 
to an f5.6 was dirty. John cleaned both, reinstalled the focal reducer and put the 56mm in a 
plastic case rather that a cardboard box. The GoldenRod has arrived and will be installed soon).
The OTAA chairman reported that we have two OTAA dates already set for 2020: MVAS on 
August 15, and BRAS on Sept. 19. We will set our 2021 OTAA date at the next Board Meeting.

Programming is as follows:
October Staff Elections and a short video
November Dave Lengyel Oberlin Planetarium and observing
December Staff Holiday Pot Luck at the LCMP Beaver Creek Reservation
2020
January OPEN
February OPEN
March Dave Lengyel Measuring Distances in Astronomy
April OPEN
May John Reising Life of William Herschel
June Denny Bodzash Weird Ideas in Astronomy
July OPEN
August John Reising Mars Opposition and Observing Mars
September Steve Schauer Members Forum
October Staff Elections and a short video

Anyone interested in giving a talk at a General Meeting, please note that there are four open 
months where we are actively looking for a speaker.

Next came Old Business. The first item of discussion was assignments for our OTAA 
convention on Saturday September 28th. Tim Kreja will purchase hot dogs, lighter fluid and 
charcoal, and he has the grills which he will bring. Dan Walker will buy buns for the hot dogs 
and for the pulled pork. Jeff Walsh will buy bottled water and ice. Steve Schauer and Greg 
Zmina will bring coolers. Dianna Richardson will purchase chips and pretzels. Greg Cox will 
bring coffee, tea, creamer and sugar, plus the tub with the paper plates and plastic forks and 
spoons and napkins. Dan Walker will bring the cash box, some change and the tickets for door 
prizes. Mickey Hasbrook and Dan Walker will prepare the pulled pork which will be added to 
the menu this year. Jeff Walsh will buy condiments. John Reising will coordinate with our 
speaker Rob Owen from Oberlin College who will be speaking on Black Holes. Greg Cox will 
being the framed club Charter. Steve Schauer will pick up the 70th Anniversary cake and will 
bring the club projector and a portable movie screen. Board members will report to set up at 
3:00 p.m. with registration starting at 5:00, and dinner at 6:00.

New Business followed and the first item was a discussion about a work session at the 



Nielsen. We need to set up a date in October to do the work necessary in order to get the new 
16” Newtonian into operation and to move it into the new storage building. First we need to 
empty the storage boxes and the cabinets and decide what items to discard, what items to offer 
to club members or sell, what items to leave in the Nielsen and what items to move into the 
storage building. Next, we need to bring telescopes and other items that have been stored in 
peoples homes back to the Nielsen to be stored in the new building as well. We need to gather 
all club eyepieces together and decide what to keep, what to use as eyepieces for the loaner 
scopes and what to offer to club members as we want to purchase some new quality 2” 
eyepieces for use with the C-14s and the new 16”. Eyepieces we are going to keep will also 
need to be cleaned and stored in a new case of some kind. Finally, we need to get the 16” 
telescope components out to the Nielsen and construct the telescope. John Reising states that 
Oberlin College has a set of Wheely bars that they are not using that we might be able to buy 
from them. We will check the size of the mount for the 16” to see what size bars are needed. If 
the Oberlin College bars won't work or they choose not to sell, we will need to order a pair in 
order to put the 16” into operation. The intent is for the 16” to be stored in the storage building 
and the scope rolled out through the overhead door and used on the concrete pad in front of the 
building.

The final item of new business was another quick discussion of the upcoming transit of 
Mercury across the surface of the Sun. This will occur on November 11th which is a Monday. It 
will be visible from Ohio, but November is typically a cloudy month. In order to have a better 
chance to see it, we are considering a trip to the Louisville, Kentucky area where the weather 
has a higher chance of being clear. Long time club member Randy Beachler lives in Lagrange, 
Kentucky which is between Cincinnati and Louisville, right off of Interstate 71. He has invited 
us to observe from a church parking lot in his beautiful town. The church overlooks a valley 
and thus is good for low horizon events like the transit. The idea is to make reservations in one 
of several motels in Lagrange and then watch the weather. If it will be acceptable in Ohio, we 
can cancel our reservations and observe from home. If the weather there looks better than here, 
we drive to Lagrange on Sunday to enjoy the transit the next morning. Schauer will get motel 
prices and other info and pass out this information at the October and November General 
Meetings and will put more info in the November newsletter.

Schauer also stated that the primary goal for the October Board meeting will be to set 
public and solar observing dates for 2020, so he will bring info on moon phases, meteor 
showers and other astronomical events we might want to plan around.

Dates were set, and the meeting was adjourned.

~Steve Schauer



Thanks to John Reising for Constellation of the Month.



Thanks to Len Jezior for deep sky object charts. 



Storage Building Finished

Photo by Steve Schauer

The new storage building at the Nielsen Observatory is finished and, except for a couple of items on a 
punch list, is ready for us to move in. The building is a post frame type construct that is 12' wide and 16' long. 
The roof and sides are steel and have a 40 year paint warranty with a color to match the gray of the observatory. 
The roof has a 4/12 pitch and has a 12” overhang on all four sides with an aluminum soffit. The floor is concrete 
which butts up against the existing concrete pad, and there is a sidewalk from the existing pad to the “man door” 
on the side of the building. When pouring this concrete sidewalk, the MetroParks extended it along the side of 
the existing pad, making the pad three feet wider which is appreciated. Facing the pad is an 8' overhead door 
which locks from the inside with no handle on the outside. We will gain entry through the man door (which is on
the west side of the building)  and then open the overhead door from inside. Because the building is 10' high 
with a peak, there is room to add a storage loft in the rear of the building which could be used for bulky items we
don't use often like shipping boxes or trunks. Once we get all of our equipment out at the Nielsen, we will then 
have an idea how to configure the inside with shelves as well as open space for telescopes to line up against the 



walls. We can then build or buy shelves to meet our needs. We may also construct a fold-down desk near the 
overhead door with a red light over it upon which we could place star charts or a laptop or tablet. The 
MetroParks also added two electrical outlets on the front of the building facing the pad and two lights on the 
outside of the building, one of which will be red. There is an LED strip light on the inside with two electrical 
outlets. We are going to ask if this strip light can be placed on a dimmer switch (most LEDs can) and we still 
need a fixture for a red light inside. The building is on the west side of the Nielsen between the concrete pad 
there and the asphalt driveway that runs beside the observatory. The new 16” Newtonian telescope, (which we 
can now finish) will be stored in this building on Wheely bars and rolled out through the overhead door onto the 
concrete pad for use. We will have an article about the 16” in an upcoming issue of this newsletter, but it is on a 
motorized equatorial mount and is a “push to” with a hand controller. It is currently in pieces and will be 
assembled on-site now that the building is done, as it is much easier to transport the individual components than 
the finished telescope. The included photo of the building does not show the outside lights or the outside outlets, 
nor does it show the man door which is on the other side of the building. While we paid for the components of 
this building, the Lorain County Metro Parks did all the construction and wiring for us and has produced a 
beautiful building which will greatly enhance our observatory “home” and the cooperation between the two 
organizations has been outstanding. Our next Public Observing session is on October 18th with the 19th as our 
back-up date. Please come out and examine our new addition.

~Steve Schauer

        BRAS Owns New Telescopes

On Sunday, September 22nd, the club received a text and email message from Mr. Mark Haff of Amherst,
informing us that he had two telescopes he would like to donate. He has lived in Amherst much of his life and 
currently splits his time between Ohio and Florida. He has multiple telescopes in both locations and is looking to
downsize a little. He has been friends with both Dan Walker and Dave Lengyel as well as Roy Klein and Ken 
Kopacz, so he reached out to us to see if we were interested. We were at Sandy Ridge doing solar observing at 
the time, but Steve Schauer responded to his email, and Dave Lengyel was kind enough to drive to Amherst and 
pick up the two telescopes. They are currently at the John Reising Home for Wayward Telescopes.

These telescopes are both Meade Newtonian scopes on German equatorial mounts. One is an 8” f 6 and 
the other is a 10” f 4.5, and, while they need focusers, are otherwise in excellent condition. The Board will have 
to discuss these scopes and get input from the membership as to their disposition. The question is whether we 
need two more scopes at the Nielsen or not, as we usually have more telescopes than we have people to use them
at observing events. We may keep both, use both as extra-cost ticket door prizes at our 2020 OTAA convention, 
keep one and use one as a door prize, or we could sell one or both. We will provide Mr. Haff with a letter that 
places a value for the scopes for tax purposes as well as our thanks, as these are valuable telescopes.

Earlier in the year we also received a Celestron SkyProdigy 130 telescope with eyepieces, tripod and 
instruction manual. This is a 5” full go-to scope that is complete except for the fork arm to attach it to the tripod. 
We could place this scope on a heavy photographic tripod, but Steve Schauer will contact Celestron to inquire if 
the fork arm can be purchased as this would allow the scope to be used as a go-to. It would make an excellent 
loaner scope or a scope a novice observer could use during observing sessions, and, since it is compact, it would 
be easy to store. We will keep the membership informed about these new telescopes.

~Steve Schauer


